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Abstract: Human society annually produces nearly 100 billion gallons of wastewater, containing
approximately 3600 GWh of energy. This study introduces a proof of concept utilizing graphene
materials to extract and instantly store this energy. A hybrid device, mimicking a microbial fuel
cell, acts as both a battery and supercapacitor. Wastewater serves as the electrolyte, with indigenous
microorganisms on the graphene electrode acting as biocatalysts. The device features a capacitive
electrode using a 3D nickel foam modified with a plasma-exfoliated graphene mixture. Compared
to controls, the Gr/Ni configuration shows a 150-fold increase in power output (2.58 W/m2) and a
48-fold increase in current density (12 A/m2). The Gr/Ni/biofilm interface demonstrates outstanding
charge storage capability (19,400 F/m2) as confirmed by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.
Microscopy, spectroscopy, and electrochemical tests were employed to elucidate the superior per-
formance of Gr/Ni electrodes. Ultimately, the capacitive energy extracted from wastewater can
power small electrical equipment in water infrastructure, addressing energy needs in remote regions
without access to a typical power grid.

Keywords: biobattery; battery–supercapacitor; microbial fuel cells; graphene

1. Introduction

The increasing global energy demand, coupled with the surge in greenhouse gas emis-
sions and environmental challenges exacerbated by ongoing climate changes, emphasizes
a need to develop sustainable energy harvesting systems. Notably, the energy and waste
management sectors collectively contribute a 76.5% share of the world’s annual greenhouse
gas emissions, amounting to 36.6 billion tons of CO2 equivalent [1]. In numerous municipal
administrations, drinking water and wastewater facilities tend to be the primary consumers
of energy, frequently constituting 30 to 40 percent of the overall energy consumption [2,3].
Nearly 35% of the typical U.S. municipal energy budgets have been attributed to energy
usage by water and wastewater utilities [4]. This stark reality highlights the urgency
for innovative solutions for addressing energy efficiency and exploring sustainable prac-
tices, not only for environmental reasons but also for optimizing fiscal resources within
public administration.

Enhancing the water–energy connection in wastewater management requires innova-
tive materials and devices to efficiently harvest and simultaneously store energy. Each year,
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about 100 billion gallons of wastewater generated by society harbors a potential energy
yield of approximately 3600 GWh [2,3]. This energy is mainly contained in organic matter,
nutrients, and thermal heat. Given the current energy-intensive nature of wastewater
treatment processes, there is a pressing need for advancements to use the energy within the
wastewater to drive the generation, movement, and treatment of wastewater.

Conventional energy storage systems, such as capacitors and solid-state batteries like
lead–acid batteries, heavily rely on pure chemicals. Shifting towards energy harvesting
devices that leverage accessible wastewater and microorganisms could significantly en-
hance the sustainability of both the energy and water industries. Regardless of the device
type, the micro/nano-structure design of electrodes plays a pivotal role in determining
their performance. Ongoing investigations into novel carbonaceous materials, like car-
bon nanotubes, particularly those synthesized from commonly discarded materials, are
shaping advancements in electrochemistry devices. For instance, supercapacitors utilizing
nanocrystalline cellulose within amorphous carbon fibers have demonstrated remarkable
specific capacitances, reaching up to 201 F/g at 5 mV/s, along with a power density of
51.4 Wh/kg at 18 kW/kg [5]. The performance of the supercapacitors can be improved by
leveraging the exceptional properties of two-dimensional materials (e.g., graphene and
hexagonal boron nitride), including large surface area (2630 m2/g) [6,7], high charge stor-
age (550 Farads/g) [8], electrical conductivity (1738 S/m) [9] charge carrier concentration
(1013 cm−2 at STP), and Fermi velocity (106 ms−1).

Graphene exhibits immense potential for diverse applications, showcasing its prowess
in high-capacity, fast-charging supercapacitors [10,11], flexible, rollable, and transparent
batteries [12], and other devices [13]. Notably, graphene’s barrier properties play a vital
role in enhancing the corrosion resistance of metal-based electrodes, offering applications
in biotic and abiotic applications [14–16]. While conventional graphene synthesis methods
involve chemicals that are highly corrosive, explosive, and toxic [17,18], the plasma exfolia-
tion process employed in this study stands out for its ability to synthesize graphene without
such precursors. This process utilizes a dielectric barrier discharge plasma system under
near-ambient conditions, showcasing a sustainable approach to graphene production.

This study utilizes plasma-exfoliated graphene layers to create a high-performance
biobattery/supercapacitor device. The 3D Gr/Ni electrode, fed with wastewater, out-
performs traditional electrodes, exhibiting a 150-fold increase in electrochemical power
output (2582 mW/m2) and a 48-fold higher current density (12 A/m2) compared to bare
Ni. Advanced testing methods, including microscopy and electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy, reveal exceptional pseudocapacitive behavior (19,400 F/m2) at the Gr/Ni/biofilm
interfaces. Additional electrochemical tests demonstrate the capability to store 250 mAh en-
ergy over almost 100 consecutive cycles. Modifying the biobattery architecture showcases
supercapacitor behavior in Gr/Ni electrodes with a stronger electrolyte and symmetric
reactor design.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Facile Strategy for the Synthesis of a 3D Bioanode

Figure 1a depicts the process of incorporating plasma-exfoliated graphene into a
3D Ni foam electrode. Graphene was exfoliated from graphene oxide (GO) using a low-
temperature plasma process. A dielectric barrier discharge system induced a negative
self-bias on GO samples, breaking the bonds between oxygen and carbon atoms. Ion
bombardment resulting from this process allowed dissociated oxygen species to combine
and form oxygen molecules between the GO layers. Beyond 70 W RF power and 3 Torr gas
pressure, the thermal expansion of oxygen molecules within the GO layers led to graphene
exfoliation. The resulting graphene was mixed with acetylene black and PTFE binder, and
the mixture was mechanically pressed onto one side of the Ni foam while leaving the other
three sides unaltered.
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Figure 1. (a) Synthesis of Gr/Ni bioanode with low-temperature plasma exfoliation technique. SEM
images of (b) bare Ni foam and (c) Gr/Ni bioanode. Inset shows higher magnification images of bare
Ni foam and Gr/Ni foam (d). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image showing the sheets
of graphene overlapped on each other and (e) folded edge showing three parallel lines, confirming
the presence of three sheets of graphene. The inset in the image (d) shows a selected area electron
diffraction pattern, confirming the crystalline and hexagonal nature of graphene. (f) Raman spectra
of graphene. (g) XRD patterns for the active material with graphene and Ni foam. Active material
represents graphene stacking.

2.2. Physical Characteristics of Bioanode

To assess the influence of Gr/Ni surface morphology on the hybrid biobattery-
capacitor device’s performance (discussed later), we conducted SEM image analysis on
both unpressed and pressed sides of the Gr/Ni bioanode. The unpressed side without
the active graphene mixture Figure 1b exhibited micron-scale pores conducive to nutrient
delivery, bacterial colonization, and biofilm development. Figure 1d highlighted Ni grain
boundaries, confirming the polycrystalline nature of Gr/Ni. On the pressed side Figure 1c,
the graphene mixture formed a dense, stacked platelet structure, termed the “domino
effect”. This continuous bi-layered feature contributes to the capacitive properties of the
Gr/Ni bioanode (discussed later). Figure 1e illustrates the even distribution of embedded
Gr sheets within the active mixture matrix.
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2.3. TEM, Raman and XRD Characterization

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis showed the transparent and crys-
talline structure of plasma-exfoliated graphene films on the copper grid Figure 1d. Both
the dark gray areas and the folded edge, displaying three lines, suggest the presence of
over three layers of stacked graphene sheets. The selected area diffraction pattern affirmed
the hexagonal nature of graphene, supporting the presence of at least two layers of Gr
sheets Figure 1d. This result emphasizes that fewer folds in the graphene sheet enhance the
accessible surface area for microbial attachment [19].

Figure 1f displays the Raman spectrum of Gr/Ni samples corresponding to Figure 1.
The datasets underwent smoothing using the Savitzky–Golay fitting method. The D peak
indicates defects in the graphene sheets, and the D’ peak signifies the double resonance of
an intravalley process. The Raman spectrum exhibits two prominent peaks: the G peak
at 1572 cm−1 and the 2D peak at 2698 cm−1, both confirming the presence of graphene.
The ratio of the intensity of the G and 2D peaks (IG/I2D ≈ 2) suggests the existence of
multilayered graphene.

Figure 1g presents the XRD patterns recorded for the active material with graphene
and Ni foam in a 2θ range of 15◦ to 100◦. Graphene displays a (002) diffraction peak at
26.68◦, indicating an interlayer spacing of 3.34 Å between graphene sheets, calculated by
Bragg’s law [15]. This suggests that the graphene sheets are stacked within the active
material, resulting in the diffraction peak at 26.68◦. Ni exhibits sharp diffraction peaks at
45.44◦, 52.76◦, 77.04◦, 93.66◦, and 98.78◦ corresponding to the (111), (200), (220), (311), and
(222) Ni planes, confirming the polycrystalline nature of the Ni foam [20]. The diffraction
peaks of PTFE and carbon black are identified at 18.14◦ and 23.86◦, respectively [21].

2.4. Exceptional Electrochemical Power Output

Figure 1e illustrates the working principles of a biobattery. The initial microbial popula-
tion included bacteria from the genus classes of Corynebacterium (34.3%), Bacteroides (16.6%),
Shewanella (11.34%), Ruminobacillus (8.28%), and other miscellaneous species (29.48%). In
biobatteries, the electroactive biofilm formed on the Gr/Ni anode surface facilitates the
bioelectrochemical oxidation of acetate-supplemented wastewater. A significant finding is
the Gr/Ni bioanode’s exceptional electrochemical power output compared to controls (bare
Ni and graphite felt) under identical biobattery conditions. The peak open-circuit voltage
for Gr/Ni (0.58 V) was 69% higher than the Ni foam (0.18 V) and equivalent to graphite
felt (0.62 V). The peak power density for the Gr/Ni bioanode (2582 mW/m2) was 152-fold
and 4-fold higher compared to bare Ni (16.9 mW/m2) and graphite felt (650 mW/m2). The
peak current density for Gr/Ni bioanode (12,000 mA/m2) was 48-fold and 3-fold higher
compared to bare Ni (250 mA/m2) and graphite felt (3850 mA/m2), respectively.

Furthermore, the power output of Gr/Ni bioanode (2582 mW/m2) surpasses com-
mercial electrodes, including graphite felt and RVC, as well as those based on graphene.
For instance, the current density of the Gr/Ni bioanode (13 A/m2) is larger than prior
studies based on graphene sponge in a mixed microbial culture system [22] and CVD-based
graphene (Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 system) [23].

Gr/Ni bioanode exhibited a well-defined polarization response (a characteristic bell
curve) and maintained high electrochemical power output and current densities throughout
the 65 days of the experimental duration (Figure 2a), even after media replacements. The
Gr/Ni bioanode demonstrated a dominant polarization response and enhanced power
density curves from day 16 until day 65. For instance, the peak power density values for
the Gr/Ni bioanode on day 7 (initial performance), day 16 (after biofilm formation), and
day 65 (steady-state performance) were 7.3 mW/m2, 2582 mW/m2, and 2289 mW/m2,
respectively. This distinctive bell curve was not observed in the Ni control Figure 2b. The
performance of biobatteries with bare Ni foam diminished within seven days of operation
(Figure 2). The Ni foam impregnated with acetylene black and PTFE (lacking graphene)
did not replicate the exceptional performance of the Gr/Ni bioanode (results not shown).
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These results confirm that the enhanced performance of the Gr/Ni bioanode is attributed
to the presence of plasma-exfoliated graphene nanosheets.
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Figure 2. (a) Power density and current density of the Gr/Ni and Ni bioanode over time (day). (b) Ni
and Gr/Ni data, and all remaining Ni data are multiplied by 10 to fit in the plot. (c) Temporal power
curves with enlarged Ni plots. (d) Full-cell EIS configuration for different electrodes (Gr/Ni and Ni).

The EIS analysis results confirm that the superior electrochemical performance of the
device is attributed to its ability to lower the overall impedance compared to controls (bare
Ni and graphite felt) (Figures 3b and 4). According to the external equivalent circuit (EEC)
fitting analysis, the overall impedance of the Gr/Ni biobattery (2580 Ω cm2) was 27-fold
and 4-fold lower than Ni foam (93.9 Ω cm2) and graphite felt (375.5 Ω cm2), respectively.
Notably, the charge transfer resistance of the Gr/Ni bioanode (0.1 Ω cm2) was 2153-fold
and 61-fold lower than Ni foam (215.3 Ω cm2) and graphite felt (6.1 Ω cm2), respectively.

The enhanced performance of Gr/Ni bioanodes is attributed to their superior prop-
erties related to the accessible surface area, electrical conductivity, and electrochemical
stability. SEM tests revealed that the pressed side of the Gr/Ni foam (facing the membrane)
was entirely covered with a highly conductive graphene mixture (Figure 1a), enhancing
electrical communication between the cells and the electrode. This conclusion is supported
by the thicker biofilms observed on the Gr/Ni bioanodes (Figure 2). The pressed side
(treated with graphene) of the Gr/Ni bioanode (facing the membrane) is characterized
by higher values of electrical conductivity and accessible surface area, promoting elec-
tronic communication between the electroactive microbes and the Gr/Ni bioanode. The
unpressed sides, characterized by micron-scale pore structures, enable unimpeded nutrient
delivery, initial bacterial attachment, and subsequent biofilm development. However, as
discussed in subsequent sections, electrode properties alone do not entirely explain the
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basis for the higher power output of the device. This performance improvement is also due
to the capacitive behavior of the Gr/Ni bioanode.
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(b) bare Ni bioanode.

The literature presents varying findings regarding the antimicrobial properties of
graphene materials. For example, certain studies have suggested antimicrobial properties
of graphene coatings against bacteria like E. coli and B. subtlis [24], while research by
Novoselov and colleagues has shown that graphene materials neither stimulate nor inhibit
the growth of these bacteria [25,26]. These variations in the antimicrobial performance of
graphene materials can be attributed to the nature of the synthesis methods. For example,
wet chemistry methods have a higher tendency to introduce impurities originating from
toxic precursors (e.g., hydrazine for synthesizing graphene from graphite oxide) [27].
However, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods do not induce any such chemical
impurities in the resulting graphene materials. Our own studies have demonstrated that
the CVD-based graphene materials on metal substrates neither restrict cell attachment nor
biofilm growth of micro-organisms such as sulfate-reducing bacteria [15,16]. Additionally,
our recent studies have shown that graphene materials based on CVD [28] and plasma
exfoliation (the method used in this study) provide conducive environments for promoting
cell attachment and growth of biofilms based on methylotrophs in microbial fuel cell
applications. Similarly, a study by Wang et al. also suggests that 3D graphene–nickel foam
electrodes offer a high volumetric power density of 661 W/m3 in microbial fuel cells, which
typically rely upon biofilm growth [29]. Another study using a graphene composite-based
nickel foam anode reported a power density of 18.8 W/m3 [30]. Zhang et al. also used
a nickel foam/graphene composite electrode and reported enhanced power generation
(36.4 mW/m2) [31]. Not only has graphene–nickel been used in anodes, but it has also been
used in cathode materials. Song et al. concluded that using a 3D graphene–nickel foam as
a cathode improved bacterial colonization and the efficiency of microbial electrosynthesis
of acetate from carbon dioxide [32].
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Figure 4. CV plots show capacitive behavior at different scan rates for (a) Gr/Ni foam abiotic KOH
solution; (b) Gr/Ni bioanode biotic mixed culture; (c) Ni foam biotic mixed culture.

2.5. A Unique Impedance Signature of Capacitive Behavior

A unique finding in this study is the Gr/Ni/biofilm interface’s ability to capacitively
store charges within the biobattery architecture using biological media (weak electrolyte).
The interface facilitates both the adsorption/desorption of ions (electrochemical double-
layer charging) and the storage of charges from typical Faradaic reactions associated with
the bio-electrochemical oxidation of acetate-supplemented wastewater (pseudocapacitance).
The Nyquist curve for the Gr/Ni bioanode exhibits a quasi-semicircle (100 kHz to 0.16 Hz),
followed by a diffusion impedance tail that abruptly reverses direction, turning into a verti-
cal sloping line in the low-frequency region (0.06 to 0.01 Hz) (Figure 4a). This impedance
behavior is typically observed in energy-harvesting devices, such as supercapacitors [33].
In this context, the quasi-semicircle represents impedance to ionic species diffusing into the
electrical double-layer capacitance layer, while the tail implies Warburg impedance. The
persistent presence of the semicircle–diffusion–tail behavior throughout the 70 days of the
biobattery tests suggests the capacitive behavior of the Gr/Ni bioanode.

The absence of a semicircle-sloping Nyquist spectrum in the bioanode based on bare
Ni foam further confirms that the capacitive behavior observed in Gr/Ni is not due to
interference caused by the adsorption of biological components. The Nyquist curves for
the controls (bare Ni and graphite felt bioanode) display a perfect semicircle in high-to-low-
frequency regions, representing impedance to charge transfer reactions associated with
bio electrochemical oxidation of acetate-supplemented wastewater (Figure 3b). Typical
bioanode materials (e.g., RVC, carbon brush, and metal foams) exhibit Nyquist spectra
characterized by an arc shape at the high-frequency region (activation-controlled charge
transfer reaction) followed by a beeline in the low-frequency region (diffusion-controlled
charge transfer reaction). Finally, quantitative confirmation of the capacitive behavior of
Gr/Ni bioanode was achieved through equivalent circuit fitting analysis. The specific ca-
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pacitance at the Gr/Ni bioanode EDLC interface (1.9 F/cm2) was 100-fold higher compared
to the controls (0.02 F/cm2). The hierarchical pore structure of Gr/Ni provides adequate
accessible pathways for high-rate ion diffusion and subsequent capacitive behavior [34].

2.6. Cyclic Voltammetry Confirms Capacitive Properties of Gr/Ni Bioanode

The cyclic voltammogram of the Gr/Ni bioanode exhibits characteristics of electric
double-layer capacitance, providing further evidence of the capacitive nature observed in
Gr/Ni electrodes from the EIS results. The Gr/Ni bioanodes display a quasi-rectangular
voltammogram, emphasizing their pseudocapacitive nature (Figure 5). To evaluate the
capacitive behavior of the Gr/Ni foam under optimal conditions, CV tests were repeated
using a strong KOH electrolyte and a symmetric cell modeled by a 2032 coin cell. The
Gr/Ni electrode produced a perfectly rectangular voltammogram with strong electrochemical
reversibility, highlighting the supercapacitor nature of the Gr/Ni electrode (Figure 4a). The
voltammogram of the Gr/Ni electrode in both biotic and abiotic conditions exhibits capacitive
behavior, while the Ni foam displays distinct anodic and cathodic plots [35]. With increasing
scan rate, the CV plots for Gr/Ni show a broader current response with no distinct redox
peaks (Figure 4a), whereas the Ni foam exhibits distinct anodic and cathodic peaks for redox
reactions between 0.25 V and 0.75 V (Figure 4b). The peak value of the current density in
the CV plot for the Gr/Ni electrode in biological media (0.14 A/m2) and KOH electrolyte
(62 A/m2) is 78-fold and 34,500-fold higher compared to the Ni foam (0.0018 A/m2).
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2.7. Charge/Discharge Properties of Gr/Ni Bioanode

To evaluate the charge storage capacity of the electric double-layer capacitor on the
Gr/Ni/ interface, rapid charge and discharge tests were conducted using Gr/Ni as the
working electrode and graphite felt as the counter electrode. The tests utilized the spent
anolyte from day 65 as the electrolyte, comprising planktonic cells, and typical charged
species (Na+, CH3COO−, Fe3+, K+, Fe(CN)6

3−, and Ni2+) that constituted the source of
charges in the EDLC at the Gr/Ni/anolyte interfaces. Considering the use of a proton
exchange membrane in the biobattery architecture, the diffusion of ions into the cathode
compartment can be expected. Figure 5a presents a hypothetical schematic illustrating the
potential Faradaic and non-Faradaic reactions contributing to the capacitive behavior of the
Gr/Ni/biofilm interface. The schematic in Figure 5a depicts the formation of the EDLC next
to the Gr/Ni bioanode, demonstrating the diffusion path and charge transfer mechanism.
Impedance increases with longer diffusion paths in the electrolyte, and changes in the
concentration of the electrolyte affect the charge transfer reaction, altering the ratio between
the given overpotential and the subsequent Faradaic current [36].

In Figure 5b, the results from 100 rapid and consecutive charging and galvanostatic
discharging tests are presented. Over the initial 50 cycles, Gr/Ni yielded 18mAh, later
peaking at 250 mAh. The charge storage capacity of the Gr/Ni bioanode peaked at 250 mAh,
representing a tenfold increase compared to the Ni bioanode (24 mAh). Additionally, while
the Ni foam experienced declining capacitance over time, Gr/Ni consistently delivered
250 mAh for the last 50 cycles. The identical biobattery architecture for both Gr/Ni and
Ni bioanodes further supports the graphene mixture’s role in the capacitive behavior and
associated increase in electrochemical power output.

3. Experimental Section
3.1. Source of Wastewater

The municipal wastewater used in this study was collected from the primary clarifier
effluent of Rapid City’s Wastewater Reclamation Facility (WRF). Rapid City’s WRF system
provides service for residential, commercial, and current industrial customers in Rapid City
and for several regional customers. The wastewater collection phase involves collecting
water from the primary clarifier, strategically located after the grit removal tank, where
large debris is effectively removed. Notably, up to this point in the WRF system, there is no
biological oxygen demand (BOD) removal, ensuring the retention of nutrients essential for
subsequent biofilm formation. This pragmatic approach emphasizes the role of the primary
clarifier in facilitating efficient downstream biological processes within the wastewater
treatment system.

3.2. Graphene Exfoliation with Low-Temperature Discharge Plasma

We employed a dielectric barrier discharge plasma system for exfoliating graphene
sheets from graphene oxide (GO), following the procedures outlined by [10]. The plasma
system utilized a quartz tube equipped with a vacuum pump, gas flow controller, and
a 13.56 MHz radio frequency (RF) power supply with a matching network. The process
involved placing 300 mg of GO in the quartz tube, followed by three cycles of evacuation
and purging with N2 gas to eliminate residual air. Maintaining a stable pressure of 28 m
Torr in the chamber, the RF power was manually switched on, and the matching network
was tuned to achieve zero-watt reflection power. Graphene exfoliation was accomplished
by adjusting the chamber pressure to 3 Torr and increasing the RF power to 70 W. Follow-
ing successful exfoliation, the RF power, gas flow, and vacuum pump were sequentially
switched off to vent the chamber. Graphite oxide was synthesized using the modified
Hummer method, as detailed in our earlier work [16].

3.3. Fabrication of Graphene Electrodes

To create 3D Gr/Ni electrodes, a graphene mixture was formed by combining 80 wt%
plasma-exfoliated graphene, 10 wt% acetylene black (to improve the conductivity) and
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10 wt% PTFE (to serve as binder). This mixture was mechanically pressed onto one side of
Ni foam (1 in × 1 in) (EQ-bcnf-16m, MTI Corp) at 1000 kg/cm2 pressure for 10 min. The
treated electrodes were dried at 60 ◦C for 12 h, and the Gr/Ni electrodes served as working
electrodes in both biobattery and supercapacitor devices. Controls included bare Ni foam
and Ni foam with 10 wt% acetylene black and 10 wt% PTFE.

3.4. A Hybrid Battery–Supercapacitor Device

We designed a biobattery employing a two-compartment microbial fuel cell configura-
tion utilizing wastewater as an electrolyte, electroactive microorganisms as biocatalysts,
and a 100 mM ferricyanide solution as the catholyte. The biobatteries were configured
using a two-compartment fuel cell configuration and operated at 25 ◦C under a fed-batch
mode, following the protocols outlined in our previous studies [15,37]. The anode and
cathode compartments in the biobattery had a volumetric capacity of 15 mL each. Test
biobatteries utilized Gr/Ni as the working electrode, while controls employed bare Ni, bare
Ni with PTFE, acetylene black, and graphite felt (See Table 1 for nomenclature). The anolyte
composition comprised 12.5 mL of primary clarifier effluent, 2.5 mL of effluent from an
active microbial fuel cell with a one-year operating history, and supplements based on
100 mM sodium acetate, 0.4 g/L of BES, 1.25% minerals, and 0.5% vitamins. Initial anolyte
values included a pH of 7 ± 0.5 and a chemical oxygen demand (COD) of 6610 mg/L. The
fed-batch performance of both test and control biobatteries was continuously monitored
over a 72-day period (Table 2).

Table 1. Comparison of Gr/Ni studies from the existing literature.

Materials
Used

Graphene
Deposition

Method
OCV (V) Power Density

(mW/m2)

Current
Density
(A/m2)

Inoculum Ohmic Loss
(Ω) Reference

Graphene Plasma
deposition 0.65 2582 12.9 Wastewater 28 This study

Graphene
oxide

Autoclaved
and annealed 0.62 721 1.76

Shewanella
oneidensis

MR-1
10 [19]

3D graphene
Chemical

vapor
deposition

n/a 768 1.8
Shewanella
oneidensis

MR-1
9 [23]

Graphene
sponge

Chemical
vapor

deposition
0.33 1110 1.32 Wastewater 14 [22]

Table 2. Experimental details for biobattery and capacitor tests.

Test # Reactor Working
Electrode Test Electrolyte Purpose

Biotic
(65 days)

Graphene on
nickel foam

(referred to as
graphene foam)

Biobattery Gr/Ni (or
Graphene Foam) EIS, CV Wastewater

anolyte

Measure current,
power output,

and biofilm
growth

3D nickel foam Biobattery Bare Ni (or Ni
foam) EIS, CV Wastewater

anolyte Control

Graphite felt Biobattery Graphite felt EIS Wastewater
anolyte

Control for EIS
studies

3D graphene Capacitor Gr/Ni Charging/discharging
cycle

Wastewater
anolyte

Establish charge
storage properties
of graphene foam

3D Ni Capacitor Bare Ni Charging/discharging Wastewater
anolyte Control

Abiotic Coin cell Super Capacitor Gr/Ni CV KOH (anolyte
and catholyte)

Establish
bifunctional

device
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3.5. Charging/Discharging Cycles and Capacitive Behavior of the Device

Post-day 65, the capacitive characteristics of the Gr/Ni bioanode, including the pre-
formed biofilm, were evaluated through cyclic voltammetry (CV) and charge/discharge
cycle tests. The Gr/Ni/biofilm served as the working electrode, with the cathode as the
counter electrode and Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode. The spent anolyte from the
biobattery acted as the electrolyte for the capacitor tests. Charge and discharge capabilities
were examined over nearly 100 cycles, with a maximum charge time of 30 s at a 5 mA
charging current. Following charging, a 10 s stabilization period preceded a 30 s discharge
using a constant load of 33 Ω. In additional abiotic experiments, capacitive properties
of the Gr/Ni electrode (1 cm2) were assessed using a 2032 stainless-steel coin cell with a
microporous polypropylene separator and 6 mol L−1 KOH.

3.6. Surface Analysis and Chemical Composition

Following the biobattery–supercapacitor tests, post-mortem analysis was conducted
on the Ni and Gr/Ni bioanodes to examine biofilm formation. For SEM analysis, samples
were rinsed with 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.2) and treated with 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M PBS
for 24 h at room temperature [38,39]. After rinsing with PBS and distilled water, samples
were dehydrated with ethanol solutions (35%, 50%, 80%, 90%, and 100% v/v) and dried
overnight in a desiccator. A Zeiss Supra40 variable-pressure field-emission SEM (Carl Zeiss
SMT AG Company, Oberkochen, Germany) with an Oxford Aztec Energy system (software
version 5.1) was used for morphological and chemical analysis. The SEM was operated
at 5 kV for image analysis and 15 kV for elemental analysis. Raman spectra of the Ni and
Gr/Ni foam samples were recorded using ffTA Foram X3 module (Foster + Freeman Ltd.,
Evesham, UK) with a 532 nm excitation source. Chemical composition analysis of the
biofilm utilized a Rigaku Ultima-Plus XRD (Malvern Panalytical Inc., Westborough, MA,
USA) configured with CuKα radiation. Samples were scanned from 10◦ to 80◦ at a rate
of 2◦ 2θ/min. TEM images and selected area electron diffraction patterns were obtained
using a JEM-2100 LaB6 TEM (Jeol USA Inc., Peabody, MA, USA).

3.7. Analytical Methods

Electrolyte pH was measured using an Orion Star log R pH benchtop and soluble
COD was determined through standard 5220 methods [21]. The polarity of the biobatteries
and the integrity of the resistance boxes simulating external loads were verified using a
commercial voltammeter.

3.8. Electrochemical Methods

Voltage data were collected using a DAQ/54 module (I/O Tech Inc., Cleveland, OH, USA)
across an external load. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests were conducted
with a Gamry reference 3000 electrochemical workstation. EIS profiles for the electrodes
were acquired for both anode and full-cell configurations, with the initial frequency set
at 100 KHz and the final frequency completed at 10 mHz. The DC voltage for EIS and
cyclic voltammetry (CV) tests was obtained against an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Cyclic
voltammetry was carried out at a scan rate of 5 to 50 mV/s and within the range of −1 to
1 V.

4. Outlook

Our previous investigations utilizing a comparable biobattery device, designed similar
to a two-compartment MFC, already demonstrated COD removal rates ranging from
75% to 94% using the same municipal wastewater [40] employed in the present study.
Building upon these findings, it is evident that hybrid biobattery devices hold potential
for harnessing and storing energy that can be utilized for enhancing the sustainability of
secondary and tertiary treatment processes. The energy harvested by the biobattery device
can power the pumps needed for a standard ultrafiltration module intended for wastewater
reuse. It can also partially or entirely fulfill the electricity needs of various equipment
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commonly employed in wastewater treatment processes. These include pumps, motors
for screens, grit chambers, skimmers, and sludge rakes, as well as compressors or aerators.
Additionally, it can power lamps used for UV disinfection, motors for mixing and filter
presses in sludge treatment, and HVAC and lighting systems in buildings and surrounding
areas [41].

Global sanitation faces challenges due to the energy-intensive nature of wastewater
treatment. Embracing energy recovery technologies can enhance accessibility, particularly
in economically disadvantaged areas. While MFC systems show promise for wastewater
treatment, issues including high costs, especially for energy harvesting and storage, hinder
widespread use. Our study of graphene on nickel materials, demonstrating promising
results with exceptional charge storage capacity (19,400 F/m2)), opens avenues for develop-
ing nickel-containing metals (e.g., steel) as inexpensive electrodes for electricity generation
from wastewater and simultaneous storage, offering environmental friendliness, ease of
production, and practical scalability for kilowatt-level power. The viability of such elec-
trodes can be greatly improved by utilizing low-value materials (such as asphaltene and
solid wastes) as graphene precursors and leveraging waste heat to accelerate wastewater
oxidation kinetics.

5. Conclusions

In remote regions of certain developing nations, millions of people are projected to
lack electricity in the coming years. Combining the increasing challenges of sanitation
and wastewater management, the development of a hybrid biobattery–supercapacitor
emerges as an attractive solution. The capacitive graphene electrodes showcased superior
electrochemical performance (2.58 W/m2, 12 A/m2) and capacitive behavior (250 mAh,
50 cycles). Further optimization of materials and engineering parameters holds the potential
to enhance the energy density of these electrodes. Further studies are needed to address
factors like wastewater chemistry, electrode longevity, and facility diversity for optimizing
hybrid biobatteries for specific real-world operations.
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